
NOMINATIONS FOR THE EUROCON SF PRIZES
Following tradition, the European SF Society will award 
at SEACON 1984 the European Prizes for Science Fiction.
To make sure the results are as representative as possible 
all European SF fans are invited, as a first step, to send 
nominations for the awards to the ESSF Secretariat.
The purpose of this initial poll is to provide the basis for 
a list of candidates - not to be regarded as exhaustive - 
that will, time permitting, be published in advance of the 
Convention, and in any case will be made available for 
attending members of the Convention to vote upon.
The outcome of such voting will be the prime factor taken 
into consideration by a jury approved by the ESSF whose 
final decisions will be made during the Convention.
Individuals, publishing houses, magazines, bodies of work by 
an author, or organisations, awarded prizes at the Eurocon 
in Ljubljana (1983) are not eligible. All authors nominated 
must be of a European nationality. Any novel or story 
nominated must have been initially published in 1983.
Send the form on the reverse, or a careful copy, as soon as 
possible either to JEAN-PAUL CRONIMUS (BP 318, F-12003 Rodez 
Cedex, France) or to ANDRZEJ WOJCIK (ul. Rzezbiarska 21a, 
04-633 Warsaw, Poland). To simplify matters for the ESSF 
scrutineers: if you make a copy, but you don't wish to vote 
in a particular category, include it anyway and leave it 
blank; and if you can, reply in English, French or German.
THANK YOU!
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EUROCON PRIZES: BALLOT FORM
I nominate in the following categories:

1) Best European SF novelist
a) Name: b) Name:

Nationality: Nationality:
2) Best European SF short-story writer

a) Name: b) Name:
Nationality: Nationality:

3) Best European SF graphic artist
a) Name: b) Name:

Nationality: Nationality:
1983 Credits: 1983 Credits:

4) Best European SF publishing house
a) Name: b) Name:

Series title: Series title:
Address: Address:

5) Best professional European SF magazine
a) Title: b) Title:

Publisher: Publisher:
Address: Address:

6) Best European SF fanzine
a) Title: 

Address:
b) Title:

Address:
7) SPECIAL EUROPEAN SCIENCE FICTION PRIZE

Name/title of author/work in question and/or other data:
Reason for nomination (max. 100 words)
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NAME AND ADDRESS ...........................................
.......................  SEACON MEMBERSHIP NO.......

SCNAJI
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